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For both the nation and New England, 1995
was a year of continued economic growth. The
pace o f expansion was solid, though a bit bumpy;
employment grew and unemployment rates
were low; and the rate of growth in inflation
remained stable and low. At the turn of 1996,
most forecasters were predicting that we would
continue to see this very favorable combination
of steady growth with low unemployment and
inflation. As a member of the Federal Open
Market Committee, I am especially pleased with
these developments, which ,
I
believe can be seen
as evidence of the success of monetary policy.
Continuation of these favorable economic
trends occupies a lot of our attention at the Bank,
since past success is an indicator, but not a guarartee, of future achievement. In this regard, during
1995 we fixused considerable attention on accumulating knowledge about what is happening in
New England to give us insights into the workings
of the ~tionaleconomy that mere statisticscannot
reveal. Our economis~,many of our officers, and I
regularly spoke at gatherings around the region
aimed not only at providing information but
also at gathering insights. Regular contacts with
diverse business and community groups, and
interactions with our Board o f Directors, New
England Advisory Council, and academic and
financial markets advisory p u p s also provided
important supplements to analysis by the Bank's
res&
staff and to my own perspectives.
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Through published research and public
forums on the exploration of key issues, we assisted
decision-makersin understanding their economic
environment and in waluating policy choices. Our
1995 conferences examined a number of topical
subjects:the opportunities and dangers of derivative financial instruments,the economic costs and
benefits of casino gambling, causes of income
inequality, and the role of banks in the transmission of monetary policy.
Our goals in financial services and supervision
and regulation have a common theme: to provide
services and oversight that are effective, efficient,
and protective of our financial system and the
businesses and consumers it serves. This task is continually expandmg in both size and complexity
with new opportunities and threats evolving simultaneously. Some o f these issues are discussed in the
accompanyingessay, which considersthe challenges
and opportunities arising from a more technologicaUy sophsticated and global financial system.
The rest of this Annual Report focuses on the
Boston Reserve Bank's contributions in 1995, with
emphasis on their significanceto New England. The
regional structure of the Federal Reserve Sptem is
' its strongest underpinning, contributing in many
ways to sound policy formationand implementation. We are proud of our role as an integral part of
the nation's central bank and of our efforts in 1995.
We hope you find thisAnnual Report a useful and
informative review of our activities.

For both the nation and New England, 1995 was another year of
economic growth, low unemployment, and low inflation... At the turn
of 7996, most forecasters were predicting a continuation of

these trends.

Cathy E. Mineban,
President and Chief Executive Officer
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The favorable economic progress made in the
United States in 1995 can only be viewed as positive for us domestidy and for the world as a
whole. As I look around the world certainly there
are pockets of problems - some of them severe
- but in general, the macroeconomic data are
reasonable. These indude decent rates of real
growth, dear progress against inflation, and the
recognition of and commitment to solve the twin
problems of domestic budget and foreign trade
deficits. All of these areas of progress augur well
and reflect, to greater or lesser degrees, not just a
cyclical upturn but, even more importantly, sustained patterns of solid economic performance
amid a swies of worldwide trends.
I’d like to address three of these trends: the
growth and pervasiveness of technology, the global integration of markets, and the consolidation
of the financial services industry,broadly defined.
These trends are tightly linked technology promotes the global integration of markets, and both
technology and market integration have hastened
consolidation in financial services.
These developments, if properly managed,
promise greater economic growth and improved
living standards worldwide. They also have the
potential to create financial instability on a global basis and, for individual countries to widen
income disparity among workers, with all that
could imply about the potentd for social instability. In the midst of rapid change and appropriate worldwide fiscal constraints, there is a
need to be careful that the primary function o f
government -to ensure the continuing welfare
of all its citizens - can be met.
It goes without saying that technology is
an increasingly vital part of everything we do.
Transactions that were impossible 10 years ago
can now be accomplished in minutes, if not seconds, and the potential exists to reap great benefits
in efficiency and productivity for individual
firmsand for society as a whole. Strides in telecommunications in particular have accelerated the
global integration of markets. Such technology
has broadened the range of financial instruments
- derivatives, for example - that can help the
financial senices industry minimize and redistribute risk. And last, but certainly not least,
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technology has allowed the expansion and proliferation of payments, clearance, and settlement
systems designed to provide assurance o f liquidity
and financial stability to global markets.
1
Not long ago, U.S. pension and mutual
funds largely invested in domestic securities.
Today, a growing portion of this money is invested abroad, a shift made attractive by higher rates
of return, but made possible by technology.
Information on foreign investments is now available on-line; trading in global markets can be
accomplished around the clock; and worldwide,
both securities and funds settlement increasingly
take place electronically and in rapidly growing
volumes and values. Businesses and economies
not only must compete for customers and funding locally, but also must stand up to foreign
competition that can, with increasing ease,
supply products formerly made only locally and
attract previously secure sources of investment.
Global integration has reinforced the need for
all countries to shape policies in ways that are credible to foreign investors. This has meant attention
to achieving long-run economic goals of low inflation and high ram ofsaving, and in most countries
this has meant attention to deficit reduction.
The realities of ever-changing technology
and global integration have spawned the need for
increasing consolidation in the financial services
industry. No longer can any single type of financd
services provider lay sole claim to a product; technology has created commodq-like products and
services with low profit margins. Global integration has increased competition. This Combination
has driven home the need for efficiency. In
response, 6nancml services providers have consolidated into larger entities which can spread the costs
of technology and global reach over a broad base.
These institutionsthen seek to diversifygeographic
risk in order to deal profitably with global businesses that need support in many markets.
All three trends - technology, global integration, and financial consolidation -hold great
promise both for increasing the size of the world’s
economic pie and for generating broad-based
increases in living standards. Combined with a
basically solid worldwide economic outlook, the

promise is great indeed. However, there is aLso
much about which a central banker can worry.
In a highly technological and global financial
environment where volumes and values o f transactions are growing rapidly, it is all too easy to
forget the basics: the simple, unalterable truths
that, if neglected, come home to roost just as they
did 100 years ago. When we look at any of the
financial debacles of recent times-Drexel, Kidder
Peabody, Orange County,Barings, to name just a
few- it’s not the complex nature of derivativesor
foreign exchange markets that has been the heart
of t h e problem; it’s the lack of attention to basics.
High rewards are the result of higher risks; internal controls do matter; leverage can be overdone;
and most importantly, never invest in anything
the logic of which is not readily apparent.
With the benefits o f increasing technical
capabilities and a smaller world comes an increasing potential for bouts of financial instability.One
has only to consider the phenomenon of the swift
and violent “run-on-a-country” that occurred in
Mexico to realize the potential for problems in the
combination of technology and highly sophisticated global investors. Fortunately, in each case
where global financial instability has threatened,
financial markets and institutions have shown
remarkable resiliency. The global economy has
managed to dodge the bullet, even though those
most directly involved have paid dearly. However,
there is always the danger, albeit remote, that one
of these disturbances could be bigger in size,
affect more countries, bring gridlock to national
and international payments systems, and occur
faster than ever before.
For the global economy or for any individual
nation or financial institution, the only way to
ensure against the potential for crisis is to practice
financial discipline. Conservative national macroeconomic policies maximize the attractiveness of
a country for stable foreign direct investment.
Increased international regulatory cooperation
can anticipate a global weak link before the crisis.
And increased investment and coordinated central bank attention to the payments and settlement
systems that underpin global markets are necessary. Efforts to these ends are under way, but they
must be stepped up to keep pace with advances in
technology and global integration - no easy
task, but a necessary one.
There is no doubt that increasing the level of
private savings while diminishing public dissaving

is a critical economic priority in every developed
country. High domestic savings rates reduce
dependence on foreign savings, in effect reducing
vulnerability to the problems inherent in technology and global integration. Promoting high
savings rates means keeping idation low, providing attractive savings vehicles - for example,
pension reforms - and addressing chronic government budget deficits. In this regard, the G-7
countries must redouble their efforts at deficit
reduction, since such deficits collectivelyare a huge
drain on savings and an ongoing source of congestion and pressure in global capital markets.
However, in the global rush to better balance
government income statements, it is important
not to forget that governments exist for a reason.
They exist to address the fact that the invisible
hand simply cannot do the job by itself. There are
needs, whether in t h e area of national security or
in the elements of a social safety net, for which
only governments can and should provide.
Balancing this inherent role of government
with fiscal discipline is a challenge of some
dimension. I have the uneasy thought that just as
countries all over the world are making headway
in deficit reduction, the very public investments
in human and physical infrastructure that are
needed to cope with the challenges o f technobgy,
integration, and industry consolidation may have
difficulty being funded. How, for example, will
our public education systems turn out the h@y
skilled workers needed for the more technologically intense industries and services of the present
and future?A real worry is that just when we need
them the most, the funding for these so-called
public goods will dry up, with all that implies
about the potential for a permanent underclass
and social instabhty
U.S. and worldwide economic health is
encouraging both for the present and for the
immediate future. But beneath the surface are
problems that must be addressed. I have touched
on only a few,and while I recognize that the probability of serious difficulty is low, the assumption
that these issues will go away if unattended is both
myopic and dangerous. Central bankers, policymakers, and business leaders must work together to
establish sound, conservativem c o n o m i c plicies, emphasize basic financial controls, and ensure
that enough investment can be made in the human
and physical inhstructure to sustain growth in
this challenging and ever-changing world.

The Boston Reserve Bank participates in the formulation of monetary policy and in the promotion
of sound economic growth and financial stability
both here in New England and throughout the
country. The quality of the Bank‘s research and its
reputation for impartial policy analysis also enable
us to contribute information and provide forums
for discussion of a wide range of issues important
to decision-makers and communities in the First
District and beyond.

Moneta0 Policy
Inflation averaged under 3 percent in 1995,
the fourth year in a row o f such low rates and the

best performance since the early1960s. Unemployment for the year was 5.6 percent, well under its
20-year average o f 7 percent. The continued
expansion of the economy demonstrates that we
have achieved a ‘‘softlanding.” The economy did
not slide into recession, despite the advanced age
of the recovery. Nor did growth accelerate into
an unsustainable inflationary boom, as has often
happened in the past.
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Trying to understand and anticipate the path

of the economy is one of the primary functions
of the research staff at the Boston Reserve Bank.
Gathering information on economic activity in
New England for the System’s periodic Beige
Book entails a regular survey o f firms in the
region. Throughout the year, the staff prepared
briefings for the Bank’s Board o f Directors on
current conditions in the region, the nation, and
among our major trading partners; advised the
Bank president before Federal Open Market
Committee meetings; and engaged in research
on the complex issues related to monetary policy.
The interaction between regulatory policy
and monetary policy and their effect on economic
activity are much-debated issues to which we in
New England are especially sensitive, having suffered through the credit crunch that followed the
real estate collapse here in the late 1980s. Over the
past year, the Boston Reserve Bank produced a
number of conceptual and empirical articles
exploring these relationships and showing the pitfalls of a mechanistic approach to capital regulation. In part because of New England’s experience, economists and policy-makers have been
debating whether bank lending has a special role
in the economy; and our conference on the role of
banks in the transmission of monetary policy
brought together researchers from across the
nation to explore whether bank lending affects
economic activity, independent o f the effects of
interest rates and changes in the money supply.

Business executives and municipal officials
attended our conference o n the benefits and risks
associated with use of derivatives. The opportunity to hear from prominent experts in the field
led, we hope, to a better understanding by those
who make investment decisions. This advice was
also published in the Bank's economic journal, as
was research examining banks' use of derivatives
which showed that many derivatives are conceptually equivalent to more familiar traditional
securities. One theme of this research is that regulation should focus on institutions' overall risk
management rather than on a particular class o f
financial instruments.

The Regional Economy
Although the nation enjoys moderate
growth, with low unemployment and low inflation, this prosperity has not been shared evenly
by all regions, industries, or individuals. New
England still has not recovered all the jobs lost
in the deep recession of the early 1990s.
Nevertheless, it seems likely that this unfortunate episode was a one-time occurrence rather
than the beginning of a prolonged period o f economic difficulty. While the rate o f growth in
1995 w a s slightly lower than in 1994, i't wasconsistent with historic trends. Among the six New
England states, New Hampshire and Vermont
continued to experience the most rapid growth.
The recovery has been characterized by
pronounced industrial shifts. Services industries
have accounted for most of the new jobs and
have continued to dominate job growth in 1995.
Construction employment also rose. Manufacturing employment, on the other hand, has
fallen throughout most of the recovery. Our
contacts with manufacturers, however, reveal
that the employment figures give a misleading
impression of the health of the industry. Large
productivity gains are enabling manufacturers
to do more with less, and when they do need to
expand, they look increasingly to outside sources

and temporary help agencies to supply staff,
rather than adding to their own payrolls. In 1995,
moreover, manufacturing employment appears to
have bottomed out. Several traditional manufacturing industries such as metals, once dismissed
as uncompetitive in New England, are expanding. High-tech employment, meanwhile, appears
to be stabilizing.
Restructuring in the face of competition has
prompted downsizing among utilities and in
financial services. Despite employment declines,
however, the banking industry in the region is
healthy once again. Consolidations have reduced
the number o f institutions, but the industry's
return to health removes a significant drag on
the regional economy.
Small and medium-sized businesses are particularly dependent upon bank financing. Thus, a
healthier banking sector bodes well for the availability of credit. At the same time, the increasing
concentration o f the industry raises concerns,
since large banks devote a smaller fraction o f their
resources to small business lending than do their
smaller counterparts. Boston Reserve Bank economists addressed this issue in several articles on
the availabdity of bank loans to small businesses
and the implications o f the changing structure of
the New England b&ng industry.
Adding to the ongoing debate over reform
of the health cate system, the Bank published
the proceedings of our 1994 health care conference. That forum gathered prominent experts
from diverse sectors to explore the impact of
mergers o n the health service industry, the con-

sequences o f reform for the region's medical
research, and the requirements for market-based
health care.
The Bank also looked at the fallout from the
shift from manufacturing to services and from
the downsizing of major corporations. One project examined the experience of laid-off New
England defense workers and found that they
typically experience substantial pay cuts in their
new jobs, with older workers faring the worst.
Another study looked at the effect of changes in
health benefits on the inequality of incomes. The
study concluded that less educated workers are
even more disadvantaged by recent labor market
shifts when health benefits data are taken into
account than when only wage data are included.
Indeed, income inequality is a serious and
growing problem. To stimulate new t h l h g ,
the Boston Reserve Bank organized a symposium
that brought together two groups of researchers
who address the inequality issue from quite different perspectives. By mixing those who focus
on location and isolation from mainstream economic activity with those who stress mismatches between the demand and supply of labor, we
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hoped to generate fresh ideas and set in motion
new collaborations. The conferencefocused attention on possible institutional and neighborhood
factors that might be amenable to policy action.
We trust that the true measure o f its success will
be apparent over time, as researchers take advantage o f their exposure to new colleagues and
fresh approaches.
The disruptions arising from the changing
character of the economy have intensified the
pressure on elected officials and business and
community leaders to adopt policies that stimulate local growth. Casino gambling is seen by
some as an important economic development
tool. At the request of public officials from several New England states, the Boston Reserve Bank
held a conference that brought together policymakers and experts from around the country to
explore the costs and benefits of casino gambling. Although opinion was divided on the net
outcome, agreement was widespread that, hke it
or not, gambling is on the upswing.
Looking ahead, the Bank's research staff will
continue to seek a better understanding of the
forces responsible for economic growth and
contribute to policies that enhance economic
well-being, with attention to the special needs o f
New England. The Boston Reserve Bank strives
to be an impartial source of information and
expertise by providing a common ground for citizens, researchers, and plicy-makers to share
their concerns and insights.
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In 1995, bank consolidation and improved bank
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earnings continued to shape the New England
banking industry The banking consolidittiontrend
began earlier in the decade with acquisitions of
failed institutions, but by 1995 the participants
in acquisitions were predominantly the healthy
banks, including some of the largest banks in New
England. Such mergers provide opportunities to
improve efficiency, reduce operating msts, and
better rationalize banks’ geographic and product
mix. If the expected gains are realized, they
should contribute further to the current trend of
improved profitability. New England banks have
recovered from the low capital ratios of the last
recession and asset quality continues to improve.
In 1995, banks increased their return on assets to
above 1 percent for the first time since 1986, and
many focused serious attention on efficiency
ratios. This trend o f improved operations and
profitability coincides with improvements in
banks’ ability to quantify and manage risk,
enabling them to better cope with the challenges
of competition and technology that are reshaping
the banking industry worldwide.

..
Examination in a Revitalized
New England Banking Market
The trends that are altering the New England
banking industry also are changing the immediate
direction of bank supervision. The focus of supervision in the early 1990s was on restoring the
financial health of banks in the District. With
our institutions revitalized, the focus has moved
from working out current problems to avoiding
future problems.
Our Bank Examination function is adopting
new ways of managing risk, focusing supervisory
attention on the areas o f greatest risk to the individual institution and to the financial system as a
whole. Examinations are conducted o n two levels.
The first is a “top-down” review of a company‘s
business strategies and internal processes - the
policies and controls that guide performance. The
second level of review is a ”bottom-up” testing of

specific transactions to verify that stated policy is
in fact carried out. In addition to confirming
where a company has been, based on historical
transactions, the information gained from this
approach permits us to develop a better understanding of where a company is going, the risks
that it is willing to assume to achieve its goals, and
the steps it has taken to control those risks.
This new approach requires customizing
supervision to the risk profile of each institution,
based on the company’s business strategy, the
effect of competitive pressures, and the firm’s
management of attendant risks. This type of
examination requires &verse skills from staff. To
support the new approach, we implemented a
portfolio management program in 1995 whereby
teams of examiners are assigned specific companies to monitor continuously for changes in
management, financial condition, or business
philosophy. On-site examinations are then tailored
to address the particular risks that have been
identified, and examiner resources are used
more efficiently.
Consolidation and growth at many of the
largest institutions in the District have resulted
in more complicated organizations to supervise.
Banks as well as bank holding companies under
our jurisdiction engage in a growing number of
increasingly complex nonbank activities, and
our examiners are developing proficiencies in such
aeas of emerging risk as insurance, mutual funds,
capital markets,and fiduciary activities.This effort,
together with a foundation in traditional banking activities, has allowed our supervisory staff to
begin to understand how risk management
should be conducted, and whether banks are
affected by the economy in Latin America,vola&
iv in the equities markets, or intense competition
in retail banlung. The beneficiaries of a more
effective supervisory process include not just the
institutions under our jurisdiction but also the
communities they serve, because sound risk
management will improve banks’ ability to meet
customer needs.

Bunk Conadidation in New England

Outreach
An important element of the bank examination
and supervision function is education of both
bankers and consumers o f banking services. The
Boston Reserve Bank continues to be active in
educational programs and conferences on banking. This Reserve Bank remains particularly
committed to encouraging lending practices that
benefit all borrowers, sponsoring focus group
sessions, a series of seminars in northern New
England, and several local training programs to
familiarize financial institutions and community
groups with the new Community Reinvestment
Act regulations.
The outreach program includes activities
not only in New England but also nationally
and internationally. As part o f its efforts to build
international bridges, the Reserve Bank again
participated in the Hubert H.Humphrey Fellowship Program at Boston University. The mission
of the program is to foster international understanding by allowing mid-career professionals
from developing countries to gain expertise in
their fields. Following a two-week internship,
two of the five program participants returned to
the Bank to learn more specifically about regulations, policies, and procedures associated with
bank supervision and related automation support. The Bank’s Community Affairs officm is
assisting officials.in South Africa in developing a
community lending program there. Such initiatives help promote sound banlung practices in
other countries, which will become increasingly
important as we move to a global economy.

Consolidation can result in more efficient banking
operations, enabling the bank to provide better
services to its customers at a lower cost. Despite
the potential benefits from mergers, however,
poorly managed consolidation can harm both the
bank and the c a m u n i t y it serves. For this reason,
before approving a merger, we consider whether
the merger will impair the safety and soundness
of the merged entity, whether the merger will significantly restrict bank competition, and whether
the merged entitywill continue to meet the needs
of its local community.
The volume and complexity of bank merger
cases were strilung in 1995. Reflecting the trend
in increased merger activity in New England, 24
applications were processed, this year. While
issues of safety and soundness have become less
o f a barrier as the financial health of New
England banks has improved, the competitive
and community concerns are heightened when
mergers include large, complicated banking
organizations. The most prominent of the 1995
mergers was the acquisition of Shawmut
National Corporation by Fleet Financial Group,
Inc. Consummation o f that proposal created the
largest banhng organization in New England
and the tenth largest in the nation, with total
assets of over $86 billion. Because o f the intense
interest in the proposal, which generated 278
public comments, the Boston Reserve Bank
organized a series of three public meetings to
better assess the concerns of the local community. The meetings were well attended, with a total
o f 161 commenters.
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the security, integrity, and speed of clearing checks. The Federal

Reserve is a national leader in bringing electronic cornmunica-

The accelerating pace of technological change
and the application of new technology to financial
services in 1995 underscored the importance of
Federal Reserve efforts to ensure the integrity and
efficiency o f the nation’s payments system. Smart
cards, digital imaging and various cyber-cash
alternatives, combined with pervasive communications facilities such as the Internet, are
rapidly expanding the choices available for making payments. While actively encouraging these
innovations, we do so with caution. The rush to
introduce new technology, typically driven by
competitivemarket forces,often precludes analysis
of the potential, unintended >impact of these
changes. W e technology may increase &ciency, it does not necessarily eliminate - and in fact
sometimes increases - the risks inherent in the
payments system. Properly managed, however,
technology promises to yield significant benefits.
The Federal Reserve thus continually asks whether
existing control systems, particularly the means
designed to achieve security, are robust enough for
the new technology, and whether the payments
system rules and regulations are compatible
and supportive. Our task, then, is to facilitate
improvements in efficiency while remaining ever
vigilant in maintaining a safe, sound, and effective
payments system.
Today‘sincreasingly global economy demands
continuous improvement in payments system
cost-effectiveness - improvements now made
feasible by technology. When we consider that
the United States has been estimated to spend as
much as one-half to one percent of its Gross
Domestic Product on the payments system, and
that our financial services sector increasingly
competes with those o f other developed countries

employing highly efficient paymentssystems, it is
apparent that the U.S. system must progress continually in order to remain competitive.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston is closely
involved with industry, professional organizations, and public sector agencies to develop an
enhanced payments system that employs technology not only to improve the system’s efficiency, but also to ensure its security, reliability, and
integrity. At all levels -senior management and
staff-we advise both national and international
payments system practitioners on the importance of payments system risk management.
The Boston Reserve Bank‘s Retail Payments
Office leads a Federal Reserve effort to implement
payments system changes across the country. The
Office has as a goal the widespread conversion of
paper-based check payment transactions to electronic payments in order to eliminate, or substantially reduce, the high costs and inefficiencies
inherent in the check collection process.
The means to make retail payments electronically exists through the various automated
clearing houses (ACH) operated by Reserve
Banks and private sector service providers.
However, fewer than one-half of all employees
are paid via ACH direct deposit and a much
smaller portion of the population uses ACH
direct bill payment. In 1995,the Retail Payments
Office managed the implementation of the new
centralized Automated Clearing House Software
- Fed ACH - which enhances our customers’
access to our ACH system. In a joint effort
with the National Automated Clearing House
Association, we sought to expand both business
and consumer awareness of direct payment.
Both direct deposit and direct payment are
becoming increasingly popular, and ACH payment volume has more than doubled in the last
five years.
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3y incorporating market and customer
needs along with society’s demands for integrity
and security, we at the Reserve Bank expect
to achieve greater efficiencies through - and
widespread acceptance of - payments system
improvements. To gain an industry perspective,
the Retail Payments Office established an
Advisory Group on Electronic Check Presentment, drawing on the expertise o f industry leaders
in a cooperative effort to examine potential
improvements to the check collection system.
The Advisory Group is sponsoring operational
tests and stuhes of economic and legal issues to
help the banking industry chart a course to take
us from the present system to a more efficient
and integrated electronic check collection system.
In its prominent role as a provider of check
collection services, the Reserve Bank continuously must improve its own services to meet the
dynamically changing needs o f the industry.
Check services have traditionally been developed
at each local Reserve Bank. During 1995, the
Retail Payments Office announced the first
national check services program. Taking advantage of 10 years o f commitment to the development of image technology, we developed check
image services for both the U.S. Treasury and the
banking industry that will reduce fraud risk and
increase efficiency.
Emerging “smart card” technology could
potentially become a new form of currency, one
whch allows value to circulate, transferring fmm
card to card, from one endpoint to another,
without conversion to a more traditional form of
money. These and other new electronic payment
vehicles may also use the Internet. The Retail
Payments Office is engaged in standards development efforts, operational pilots, and other initiatives related to these emerging technologies.
The Boston Reserve Bank‘s provision of
financial services locally complements the work
of the Retail Payments Office by responding to the

needs o f First District depository institutions for
secure, efficient, and cost-effective financial services.
Working closely with the New England Automated
ClearingHouse Association, we sought to expand
both business and consumer awareness of ACH
direct payment in New England. In 1995, we
worked to introduce imaging technology within
the First District - by implementing our first
commercial check imaging service for return-item
processing by exploring the use of imaging to
enhance truncation and electronic check presentment;and by developing electronic services that
make it possible for small banks to offer many o f
the same products as their larger competitors.
It would be counterproductive to hinder the
infusion of new technologies into the payments
system, but we must remain cautious as we facilitate these improvements. The Bank continually
balances the potential for improved cost-effectiveness with the potential for serious problems,
as technological progress makes payments system
advancements possible. There are many questions
-questions concerning the potential for efficiency as well as for risk, and questions concerning
opportunities for fraud as well as the potential
for financial market instability - that are being
studied as we move forward.
Finally, we recognize that neither technology
nor payments systems are ends in and of themselves. They are the means to the larger ends of
the efficient allocation o f economic resources
within our society. They are important, if not
vital, to economic growth, and it is this growth
that we seek to support through our financial
services activities.
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Community outreach is central to the mission of
the Bank. Our Public Mairs group stresses economic and financial literacy for all residents o f
New England. The Community Affairs staff
members work with banks and community organizations t o promote reinvestment in the region’s
distressed communities.
Our public education programs reach a spectrum of audiences, horn young children to senior
citizens, students, educators, and consumer professionals. The region has access to the Boston
Reserve Bank’s expertise in a variety of ways:
through OUT 350 educationalpresentations to students, teachers, and the general public each year;
through the distribution of over 140,000 copies of

T H E

C O M M U N I T Y

publications on various topics ranging from
monetary poliq to comic books on checks and
money for students; through OUT professional
development programs for college instructors
and high school teachers; through our consumer
regulations telephone information line; through
our monthly meetings with consumer professionals; and now, through our site on the World
Wide Web.
Among the programs we sponsored in 1995
were two National Consumer Week conferences
in Boston and in Mame for consumer service
professionals and teachers; numerous programs
to inform senior citizens and the general public
about uninsured bank products; and a “Money
Fun For Everyone” program that was offered
free to families during the December school
vacation week

Positive change frequently occurs when individuals devote

their time and energy in very direct ways. The Boston Reserve

Bank supports and encourages such efforts. Whether

as indi-

viduals or as employees of the Bank, we know that our fortunes

are intertwined with those o f the communities we serve.

Community Affairs efforts were initially
undertaken to further the mission of the Cornmu-.
nity Reinvestment Act, which requires banks to
help meet the credit needs o f the communities in
which they are located. In 1995, we focused on
educating bankers and community oganizations about changes related to new Community
Reinvestment Act regulations. And through
courses in community development finance and
microenterprise development,we informed lenders
about new approaches to financing development
in their communities. To help New England foundations identify ways to maximize the impact of
their grantmaking,the Bank cosponsored a conference to discuss issues of income, employment,
and economic development, and to provide a
forum for increased collaboration.

The Bank's educational partnerships bring
our knowledge and resources to instructional
settings. Our partnership with South Boston
High School prepares students for work, prevents dropouts, improves students attendance,
and in 1995 provided for employment of 40 students. Our affiliation with Dearborn Middle
School concentrates on career choices and preparation through a very active mentoring program.
And our alliance with Oliver Wendell Holmes
Elementary School focuses on improving reading
and writing skills.

-.

On a broader scale, the Bank continued its
decade-long leadership in the public-private
partnership for education and economic opportunity known as the Boston Compact. Some 91
Boston firms, eleven high schools, and over 1450
students are engaged in “school-to-career” learning and earning efforts. President Minehan
chairs the City’s School-to-Career Measurement
Committee, while a Bank vice president serves
on the Boston School Committee and continues
to be a leader of Massachusetts’ statewide effort
to integrate school and work, which now includes
15 partnerships in most of the state’s major cities.
As part of our school-to-career program
and ongoing involvement with the Boston
Private Industry Council, we employed seven
students from Boston High School in the financial career training program called Project
ProTech Financial Services. Boston Reserve Bank

employees worked as mentors with these students to help them prepare for the transition to a
career or to college.
Our employees also devote their own time
toward improving the lives of some of Greater
Boston’s neediest residents. On Community
Care Day, more than 40 employees assisted
in improving the facilities of several United Way
agencies. Many staff members used their lunch
hours to visit elementary school classrooms
as part o f the nationally acclaimed Books &
Kids program.

Work

United Way Road Race
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Gold Certificate Account

75,000,000

Special Drawing Rights Certificate Account

11,oO0,ooo

Coin
Loans and Securities:

llfI1II1

o,voo,ooo

Loans to Depository I

Federal Agency Obligations Bought Outright

US.Government Securities-SystemAccount
Total Loans and Securities

li(I

Items In Process of Collection
Bank Premises (Net)

Other Assets

Interdistrict Settlerwnt Arrnll
Total Assets

Federal Reserve Notes (Net)[fIll

$ 17,747,015,737

$ 26,174,5 14,828

.I.*.

Deposits
Depository Institutions
5,337,709

Foreign

Other

i

33,222,590

5,098,909

Y...

1,366,271

1

Total Deposits

Deferred Credit Items
Other Liabilities

I .

1[,I/,iI,,tft~ C b

I

r r . r l

Total Liabilities

28,210,534,741

19,511,444,515

341,676,600

278,872,700

$ 28,552,211,341

$ 19,79O,3 17,Z 15

Capital Account
Capital Paid In
Surplus

Total Capital Accounts
Total Liabilities and Capitd Aacounts

2;

!

l\/l

Current &urning&
Advances to Depository Institution

120,337

32,311,828

Invested Foreign Currency

U.S.Government Securities and Agency
Obligations-SystemAccount

Income from Senices

184,564,568

D35,627,770

61,548,708

39,895,330
22,644

90,629
19,295
108.393.276

94,032,256
I "

Cost of ~ i n g credit
s

L

I

ilti

14,492,606

19,801,408

Current Net Earnings

,868,414

Additions to Current Net Earnings:
Net Profit on Sale of U.S.Government Securitie

(1,237,875)

Net Profit on Foreign Exchange Transactions

87,608,162
11,332

All Other
34,253,649

r o d ~dditions

3eductions from Current Net Earnings:

rse

2,017,434

,381,619

"11111

1,582,808

;]

-0-

n

-0-1,582,808

~

Net Addition (Deduction)to Net hrnings
4ssessments by the Board:

11

BoardExpenditura
Federal Reserve Currency Cost

84.798.811

I1

5,334,s00
18,471,633

et Earnings Before Payments

lawibubion 08 Net Earn
$

9,461,492

Payments to U.S. Treasury
(Inter& on Federal Reserve Notes)

$1,060,860,791

32,696 transfers

11I

--ij

$73.0 billion

718,192 items

$ 1.8billion

605,074 items

$ 1.6billion

113,118items

$ 0.2 billion

4.1 d o n check

$ 2.6 billion

3.0 million checks

$ 2.1 billion

1.0 million checks

$ 0.4 billion

$ 0.04 bihor
$ 0.69 billinr

$2.0 million
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